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Passion, innovation drive success
Russell Fredric
The appeal of running a business has not lost its
shine for Dion and Serena Clarkson who took the
helm of MOS Sheetmetal Engineers, Invercargill,
nearly two years ago in April 2014.
The couple continue to bring a passion for
innovation and development to the company and
are dedicated to servicing the south with quality
steel work, while continuing to grow a loyal
customer base.
Nine staff, including six light fabrication
tradesmen and two apprentices are employed,
plus an office administrator; Serena handles the
accounting.
Dion says that keeping his finger on the pulse
has been an important aspect of running the
workshop and business in general, as well as
making sure that its products and services are
meeting the needs of its clients - and at the right
price.
He was familiar with MOS Sheetmetal
Engineers’ operation before buying the business;
having worked as its manager from July 2011,
and he now enjoys each day’s work as coowner.
“I guess it’s the variety, I do a little bit of
everything,” Dion says.
“If need be I still get out on the [workshop]
floor, but that’s getting rarer these days.
“It’s just the excitement of it in general. It’s
a wonderful thing to be involved with, watching
jobs come in from an idea to going out as a
completed project; that’s one of my favourite
things,” he says.
A qualified boiler maker, Dion moved on to
mechanical design, 3D modelling and draughting
in another business he owned before working at
MOS.
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The variety of work produced by MOS Sheetmetal Engineers includes manufacturing and installing industrial and commercial ducting for central heating,
and product transport systems.

We are pleased to have provided
MOS Metal with software support.
We offer Accounting Software & 24/7 local Support on a number
of products including: MYOB, Ostendo, Xero, Infusion and Nimbus

Proud to be a supplier of a wide
range of quality steel products
to MOS Sheetmetal Engineering.

Call us, We know!
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234 Yarrow Street, PO Box 1594, Invercargill
Ph: 03 2170061 | Fax: 03 2170062 | Free Phone: 0800 300 130

Proud to be
supporting local

FOR ALL YOUR STEEL REQUIREMENTS
Contact the experts 0800 478 335
www.steelandtube.co.nz

Chartered Accountants and Business Advisers

Air Liquide is proud to provide
industrial gases and gas related
services to MOS Metal
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At Air Liquide, we strive to provide innovative
solutions to industries in this very competitive
market. Whether you are supplying your products
locally or internationally, you need to be more
efﬁcient than your competitors. Developments
with gas and gas related services such as
reticulation systems and the ALTOP™ Integrated
Regulator provide this competitive advantage.
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Mark Bain
Managing Partner

For more details, please call one of
our Customer Services
Representatives on 0800 838 838
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Milmeq installs
world-leading
robots at plant
MOS Sheetmetal Engineers has a variety of strings to its bow.

Innovation drives success
• from page 107
These technical skills are proving an asset to
MOS as there was formerly no in-house design
service available; the company has recently
bought a new CNC hydraulic brake press for
manufacturing products from sheet metal which
are produced using 3D design software.
After MOS was established in the early
1980’s, it quickly developed a niche market in
the food processing industry, where quality and
sterility are vital.
The company’s tradesmen are ASME9
(American Society of Mechanical Engineers)
qualified for pressure pipe welding and NZS2980
qualified for welding food-grade dairy processing
pipework.
Because Southland is the home of several
major food processing industries, such as meat,
dairy and seafood, the ability to manufacture
stainless steel products to meet stringent
standards is vital and has also been a key to
growth.

Milmeq has installed two robots on the slaughter
floor of the Alliance Group lamb processing plant
in Smithfield, Timaru as part of a world-first
commercial deployment earlier this month.
The fully automated brisket cutting and
evisceration robots have been designed,
manufactured and installed by New Zealand-based
engineering company Milmeq in conjunction with
Ovine Automation Limited (OAL), a consortium of
New Zealand lamb processors.
Milmeq specialises in providing a complete
design, manufacturing, installation and maintenance

service for primary food processing operators.
Their major manufacturing operations take place in
Dunedin, with head office situated in Auckland and
a third office located in Brisbane.
The company has pioneered a number of the
technologies which are today recognised as setting
industry standards in protein processing operations,
including inverted lamb processing, plate freezing,
and chilling and freezing tunnels.
The robots have been developed to automate
the difficult, strenuous and potentially dangerous
operations of brisket cutting and evisceration,

“I believe the focus on quality, as opposed to
being the cheapest, has paid off.
“That’s something that we actively strive for,”
he says.
The variety of work produced by MOS
Sheetmetal Engineers includes manufacturing
and installing industrial and commercial ducting
for central heating, product transport systems,
processing equipment for industry, and marine
work.
The company also undertakes the design and
build of industrial prototypes and architectural
stainless steel detailing.
“We’re also one of the few Invercargill
repairers of scuffed and damaged alloy wheel
rims.
“We’ve grown that by purchasing a
specialised rim repair machine out of Turkey,”
says Dion.
For a fraction of the cost of a new rim,
MOS can usually repair an old rim, whether the
damage is simple curb scuffing, major dents or
even missing sections.

“It’s a wonderful thing to be involved with, watching jobs come in
from an idea to going out as a completed project; that’s one of my
favourite things.”

Local Specialists for Wrought Iron Gates,
Fences & Balustrades

The brisket cutting robot recently installed at Alliance Group’s Smithfield plant.
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www.jonwire.co.nz
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Providing Solutions to MilMeq - World leading technolgy
• Suppliers of all Engineering Plastics UHMWPE, HDPE, PP, Nylon, PETP
• Orkot, APR, Nyloil, PVDF, PVC, PEEK • Safeguard, PTFE, Acetal
• Machined Plastic Components • Full Cad-Cam Machining Facilities
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